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Abstract
Omnidirectional 3D information is essential for a wide
range of applications such as Virtual Reality, Autonomous
Driving, Robotics, etc. In this paper, we propose a
novel, model-agnostic, two-stage pipeline for omnidirectional monocular depth estimation. Our proposed framework PanoDepth takes one 360 image as input, produces
one or more synthesized views in the first stage, and feeds
the original image and the synthesized images into the subsequent stereo matching stage. In the second stage, we propose a differentiable Spherical Warping Layer to handle
omnidirectional stereo geometry efficiently and effectively.
By utilizing the explicit stereo-based geometric constraints
in the stereo matching stage, PanoDepth can generate dense
high-quality depth. We conducted extensive experiments
and ablation studies to evaluate PanoDepth with both the
full pipeline as well as the individual modules in each stage.
Our results show that PanoDepth outperforms the stateof-the-art approaches by a large margin for 360 monocular depth estimation. Our code is available at https://
github.com/yuyanli0831/PanoDepth_3dv.

1. Introduction
Omnidirectional 3D information is essential for a wide
range of applications (e.g. Virtual Reality [2], augmented
reality [4], autonomous driving [1], and robotics [44]).
Quick and reliable omnidirectional data acquisition can facilitate many use cases, such as user interaction with the
digital environment, robot navigation, and object detection
for autonomous vehicles. Another relevant application is remote working/shopping/education [18], which has become
ubiquitous due to the pandemic. To obtain high-quality omnidirectional 3D information, devices such as omnidirectional LiDARs are widely used in autonomous driving and
indoor 3D scans. However, LiDARs are either very expen-

sive or can only produce sparse 3D scans. Compared with
LiDARs, cameras are much cheaper and already frequently
used for capturing the visual appearance of the scenes. The
cost can be significantly reduced if high-quality omnidirectional 3D can be generated directly from camera images.
Deep learning techniques, coupled with a growing accessibility of large-scale datasets, have largely improved
the performance of many computer vision tasks including
depth estimation [63]. Depth estimation often uses either a
monocular input or a stereo pair. For the monocular methods, a common practice is to train a single network to map
RGB pixel to real-value depth [17, 20, 28, 31], mostly by
learning from various monocular cues such as shape, lighting, shading, object type, etc. Stereo matching methods
[47, 34, 8], on the other hand, learn the disparity by matching image patches from stereo pairs and later convert disparity to depth. Despite the significant improvement in monocular estimation methods, there is still a large gap between
monocular and stereo depth accuracy [48].
To apply stereo matching for monocular depth estimation, Luo et al. [39] proposed a two-stage pipeline that
decomposes monocular depth estimation into two stages,
view synthesis and stereo matching respectively. In their approach, a second view is first synthesized and fed together
with the original view to the stereo matching stage to compute the disparity. Stereo matching can leverage more geometric constraints into the network training, thus reducing the demand for ground truth depth. More recent studies
[52, 57] improved upon this idea and achieved promising
performances. These two-stage methods [39, 52, 57], are
mainly designed for perspective images. In 360 domain,
most of the recent studies [67, 49, 15, 55, 14] still follow
the same single-stage monocular estimation procedure with
adaptation to 360 1 geometry.
In this paper, we propose a novel, model-agnostic, two1 We use the terms 360, omnidirectional, equirectangular, spherical interchangeably in this paper

Figure 1. (a) Illustration of our PanoDepth framework. PanoDepth takes one 360 image as input to generate one or more novel views in
the first view synthesis stage. The original and synthesized 360 images are then fed into the second multi-view stereo matching stage to
predict final dense depth map. (b) Two examples (top and bottom row) of PanoDepth on 360D dataset [67] with 360 image (left) as input,
and output depth (middle) and point cloud (right).

stage pipeline (see Figure 1) for solving the problem of 360
monocular depth estimation. Our proposed framework PanoDepth takes one equirectangular projection (ERP) image
as input, produces one or more synthesized views in the first
stage, and feeds the original image and the synthesized images to the subsequent stereo matching stage to predict the
final depth map. In the stereo matching stage, we propose
a novel differentiable Spherical Warping Layer to handle
omnidirectional stereo geometry efficiently and effectively.
We conducted extensive experiments and ablation studies to
evaluate PanoDepth with both the full pipeline and the individual networks in each stage on several public benchmark
datasets. Our results demonstrated that our model-agnostic
approach PanoDepth outperforms the one-stage method by
a large margin despite the combinations of coarse estimation and stereo matching networks. Moreover, by adjusting these networks, PanoDepth can be adapted to the target
computation constraints and performance requirements.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel, model-agnostic, two-stage framework PanoDepth, including view synthesis and stereo
matching, to fully exploit the synthesized 360 views
and spherical stereo constraints.
• PanoDepth outperforms the state-of-the-art monocular omnidirectional depth estimation approaches by a
large margin.
• We propose a novel differentiable Spherical Warping Layer (SWL) which adapts regular stereo matching networks to 360 stereo geometry, and enables advanced features such as multi-view stereo and cascade
mechanism for stereo performance boost.

2. Motivation
In this section, we explain the motivation of formulating
the 360 monocular depth estimation problem as two separate stages, namely, a view synthesis stage based on coarse

depth estimation, and a multi-view stereo matching stage
for final depth output.

2.1. Why Two-Stage?
One main advantage of monocular depth estimation is
its potential in dramatically reducing the hardware cost
for 3D depth acquisition. Motivated by this, many studies have been proposed to solve this problem. The basic idea of supervised monocular estimation methods is to
train a network that directly learns the mapping from the
input RGB pixels to the real-value output depth in a single
stage. For example, Laina et al. [35] proposed FCRN which
uses ResNet-50 [26] as backbone, followed by multiple upprojection modules. Hu et al. [28] leveraged SENet-154
[29] as encoder together with multi-scale fusion module.
On the other hand, deep learning based stereo matching
networks [8, 34, 23] utilize the stereo constraints to improve
efficiency and the output depth quality. These methods simulate the traditional stereo matching process by learning and
optimizing the matching cost across the input image pairs
in a deterministic manner. Unlike monocular depth methods which directly map RGB into depth by considering all
the monocular cues, stereo matching methods focus on estimating disparity by developing image patch correspondence [17]. Given the predefined baseline and 1D search
space along the epipolar line for image patch matching
[25], stereo matching produces more accurate depth maps
in comparison with monocular methods in general [48].
A typical stereo matching network requires at least two
images as input, which is not directly applicable for a
monocular input setting. However, if one or more novel
views can be synthesized with high quality, these additional
views can be utilized to train a stereo matching network.
Luo et al. [39] first proposed the two-stage pipeline for perspective images where a novel right view is synthesized at
the first stage and paired with the original view to the second
stereo stage. Later, two-stage approaches [52] mostly fol-

lowed this work to generate a coarse disparity/depth, and to
synthesize novel views via image warping or Depth-ImageBased Rendering (DIBR). Taking the original and the synthesized views as input, the final depth generated from the
later stereo matching stage of these approaches shows a significant improvement over the one-stage counterparts.

2.2. Can we successfully synthesize novel view 360
images?
Recent two-stage approaches [39, 52] have shown
promising capabilities in improving depth quality on perspective images. However, it remains unclear whether the
two-stage approach will be applicable for 360 images, as
there are many fundamental differences between the perspective images and 360 images, such as camera projection
model, image distortion, and field of view (FoV).
The difference in camera projection model, equirectangular projection (see Figure 3(a)) vs. perspective projection, can be resolved by integrating spherical geometry
into the disparity calculation and cost volume fusion procedure. In this paper, we propose a novel Spherical Warping Layer specifically designed for spherical geometry as
a solution (Section 4.2). Moreover, the distortion issue
can be addressed by applying distortion-aware convolutions
[15, 13, 50, 49, 12, 64, 9]. Hence, in this section we will
mainly discuss the difference in FoV settings. Comparing with perspective images, 360 images have much larger
FoVs (360◦ horizontally, 180◦ vertically). A 360 image encodes almost every piece of visual information of the scene
except occluded areas, while perspective images suffer from
information loss near the image boundaries in addition to
occlusions. This could be a great advantage for novel view
synthesis of 360 images.
To validate this observation, we conducted various experiments regarding the correlations between image FoV,
baseline and synthesized view quality (more details in the
Appendix). Our experiment confirms that i) with greater
FoV, the synthesized views are less sensitive to large baselines, and ii) synthesized 360 images have the least error
and artifacts. According to Gallup et al. [21], depth error of
stereo matching comes from both the disparity error (proportional) and the baseline (inversely proportional). Thus,
with higher quality synthesized novel views and larger baselines, we expect less error in the final depth output from
stereo matching. This also indicates that the two-stage
pipeline is well-suited for 360 monocular depth estimation.

3. Related Work
3.1. Monocular Depth Estimation
Monocular depth estimation [46] has seen significant improvements [35, 28] since the first adoption of deep learning by Eigen et al. [17]. To further improve the perfor-

mance, researchers explored many strategies such as multitask learning with normal estimation [45] and semantic segmentation [16, 32] along with depth estimation, incorporating CRF [6, 40], integrating attention modules [31, 36],
utilizing planar constraints [37, 31], conducting unsupervised learning using constrainsts such as left-right consistency [22, 5, 42], as well as two-stage approaches where
stereo constraints are leveraged [39, 52, 57].
As 360 cameras become more affordable, researchers
start to explore the possibility to use 360 images for depth
estimation [15, 51, 11, 67, 56, 66, 62]. To advance the performance of 360 monocular depth estimation, Eder et al.
[14] proposed joint training of surface normal, boundary,
and depth. Zeng et al. [62] trained a network which combines 3D layout and depth. Jin et al. [33] took advantage of
the correlation between depth map and geometric structure
of 360 indoor images. Cheng et al. [11] proposed a low-cost
sensing system which combines an omnidirectional camera with a calibrated projective depth camera. The 360 image and the limited FoV depth are used together as input
to a CNN. Meanwhile, distortion-aware convolution filters
[51, 64, 15, 9] are designed to handle spherical geometric
distortion.

3.2. Multi-View Stereo Matching
Besides monocular depth estimation, Multi-View Stereo
(MVS) is another group of methods for predicting depth.
Given a set of images with known camera poses, MVS approaches [30, 61] can produce highly accurate depth estimates with multi-view geometric constraints. One example
is MVSNet [61], in which the variance-based cost volume
is presented to fuse multiple features maps from source images into one unified cost volume. Stereo matching can be
treated as a special case of MVS. Conventionally, stereobased depth estimation methods [47, 27] relied on matching pixels across stereo images. Many recent stereo matching approaches [34, 8] leveraged CNNs for feature extraction, cost matching, and aggregation. For example, PSMNet
[8] incorporated spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) module and
multi-scale 3D hourglass modules to further boost the performance. To improve the efficiency and accelerate training
on high-resolution images, Gu et al. [23] presented a cascade cost volume design to gradually retrieve finer hypothesis plane ranging over multiple steps.
In 360 stereo domain, SweepNet [60] and OmniMVS
[59] estimated depth from multiple wide-baseline fisheye
cameras. Another recent work is 360SD-Net [56] which
predicted disparity/depth from a pair of ERP images that
are taken by a top-bottom camera pair. They [56] incorporated polar angles to solve distortions and proposed learnable shifting filters to adjust the step size in disparity cost
volume construction. However, the learnable shifting filters create extra overhead during training. In this paper, we

Figure 2. Illustration of our PanoDepth framework which consists of a view synthesis stage and a multi-view stereo matching stage. In the
view synthesis stage, a total of M synthesized views are generated. In the multi-view stereo matching stage, the synthesized 360 views
together with the original input view, are sent to the multi-view stereo matching network to produce the final depth estimation. To better
adapt to 360 stereo geometry, we directly sample hypothesis plane on the inverse depth, and use a Spherical Warping Layer (SWL) to warp
reference views to the target view (Section 4.2).

propose a closed-form solution, Spherical Warping Layer
(SWL), that does not require additional training overhead.
Our experiments (Table 2) show that SWL can significantly
improve the performance of 360 stereo matching.

ple synthesized views of predefined baselines via a differentiable DIBR operation [53]. In this paper, we choose to use
vertical baselines instead of horizontal ones. The analysis
of this choice can be found in the Appendix.

4. Approach

4.2. Stereo Matching Stage

We propose an end-to-end framework, PanoDepth, that
takes a single ERP image as input and produces a highquality omnidirectional depth map. PanoDepth consists of
two stages: i) a view synthesis stage that conducts coarse
depth estimation followed by a differentiable DIBR module
for novel view synthesis, and ii) a stereo matching stage
with a customized Spherical Warping Layer for efficient
and high-quality 360 depth estimation. A full framework
of PanoDepth is illustrated in Figure 1.

The second stage of our PanoDepth framework is stereo
matching. Again, as PanoDepth is model-agnostic, any
stereo matching network can be plugged in here. Experimental results that show the performance of different stereo
matching network settings is discussed in Section 5.4.
The stereo matching network we used in this paper follows a similar pipeline as PSMNet [8], with several key
modifications. The network consists of five main modules: feature extraction, spherical warping layer, cost volume construction, cost aggregation, and depth prediction.
Comparing with the original PSMNet [8], our unique contribution is the Spherical Warping Layer (SWL) which is
specifically designed for the 360 stereo geometry.
Feature Extraction After the view synthesis stage, the
input image along with all the M synthesized novel views
will be passed to a weight-sharing neural network to extract
features. We use the same layer setting and keep the SPP
module as the original PSMNet [8].
Spherical Warping Layer (SWL) The extracted feature
maps of all views are then used to build a cost volume at
multiple depth hypothesis planes for cost matching. An
essential step of cost volume construction is to determine
the coordinate mapping, which is reflected as disparity, that
warps reference view to the target view. Unlike perspective images where the disparity is proportional to the inverse
depth [43, 8, 54], disparity of 360 stereo pairs is related to
both inverse depth and spherical latitudes. Our SWL per-

4.1. View Synthesis Stage
To synthesize high-quality novel views, the coarse depth
map is usually estimated first followed by a Depth-ImageBased Rendering (DIBR) module [39, 65]. Based on our
empirical observations (see the Appendix for details), such
a procedure also works well for 360 novel view synthesis with different configurations of coarse depth estimation
networks. Considering both performance and computation
cost, in this paper we suggest using a lightweight network:
CoordNet [66] for doing the task. CoordNet utilizes coordinate convolution [38] to enforce 360 awareness. We append
an atrous spatial pyramid pooling module (ASPP) [10] to
the end of the encoder to better aggregate multi-scale context information. Note that PanoDepth is model-agnostic,
thus any depth estimation network can be used here to fulfill specific requirement. The estimated coarse depth map
and the original ERP image are then used to render multi-

forms direct depth sampling instead of disparity sampling
which is commonly used in perspective image pair stereo
matching. Compared with the learnable shifting filters proposed in [56], our SWL makes the disparity computation
adjustable to the pixel latitudinal value, without introducing additional computation overhead in training. Moreover, SWL directly samples on the absolute depth domain,
thereby enabling horizontal 360 stereo (which has both horizontal and vertical disparity, more details in the Appendix),
the adaptation of 360 multi-view, and the usage of cascade
mechanism.
Figure 3 shows an illustration of the Spherical Warping
Layer. We first sample the inverse depth to cover the whole
depth range:
1
1
1
v×j
1
=
+(
−
)
, j = 0, 1, ..., D − 1
dj
dmax
dmin
dmax D − 1
(1)
where D is the total number of hypothesis planes, dj is the
j th depth plane, dmin and dmax are the minimum and maximum of the depth image, v is the plane interval. The Spherical Warping Layer then transforms depth hypothesis dj to
displacement in spherical domain Cj , to map pixels from
the reference synthesized view to the target view. The displacement Cj is defined as:
Cx,j = 0, Cy,j =

cos(θ) × b Hf
×
dj
π

Figure 3. Visualization of our spherical warping method. (a) Vertical 360 stereo model. b is the baseline displacement of two cameras. P is a real-world point. The projection of P on two camera space is represented as p(φ1 , θ1 ) and q(φ2 , θ2 ). (b) Spherical
epipolar geometry. Pi is the points sampled at different depths. (c)
Projection of sampled inverse depth on the ERP image. pi is the
projection of P on the top view at sampled points Pi . Ci is the
vertical disparity, it equals to Cy in Equ (2). (d) Projection on the
reference image. q is the projection of P at bottom view.

value at each level l:
1
1
1
1
kl
=
+(
−
)
dpred,l
dmin,l
dmin,l
dmax,l Dl − 1
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D
l −1
X

σ(pj ) × (vl × j)
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j=0

(2)

where θ refers to the pixel-wise latitudinal values, b represents the baseline, and Hf is the height of the feature map.
Cost Volume Construction The SWL transforms reference view feature maps into the target view domain at the
individual hypothesis plane, and then a total of M + 1 feature volumes are generated. The variance-based cost volume formation method from MVSNet [61] is used for the
fusion of these feature volumes into a compact one. Moreover, we adopt a cascade design from Gu et al. [23] to further improve the final depth quality. Specifically, at level
l(l > 1), dmin and dmax is recalculated based on the prediction of level l − 1, then the new depth range and the new
number of planes Dl is used to determine the new intervals. Depth hypothesis for level l is then updated using equ
(1). The corresponding displacements are calculated via the
same spherical coordinate mapping procedure.
Cost Aggregation and Depth Prediction After the construction of the cost volume, multi-scale 3D CNN is used
to aggregate different levels of spatial context information
through the hourglass-shape encoding and decoding network. It has been shown this kind of cost aggregation module helps to regularize noises in ambiguous regions caused
by occlusions, textureless surfaces, and to improve final prediction quality [34, 8, 24]. Finally, we regress the depth

where kl is the sum of each plane level weighted by its normalized probability, σ(·) represents softmax function, pj
denotes the probability of j th plane value, vl is the interval for level l.

4.3. Loss Function
PanoDepth is trained in an end-to-end fashion, supervision is applied on both stages. The final loss function is
defined as follows,
Ltotal = ω1 Lcoarse + ω2 Lstereo

(5)

where ω1 and ω2 are the weights of coarse depth estimation loss and stereo matching loss respectively. For the optimization on the first stage coarse estimation, we use inverse
Huber (berHu) loss as proposed in [35]:
Lcoarse =

1X
LberHu (di , d∗i )
Ω

(6)

i∈Ω

where Ω is a binary mask that is used to mask out missing
regions (pixels that have depth values smaller than dmin or
greater than dmax ), di and d∗i are the ground truth and the
predicted depth value of a valid pixel i respectively. For
stereo matching, we calculate berHu loss [35] on all outputs from each level l and then compute the weighted sum-

mation. The stereo matching loss is defined as:
N

Lstereo =

1 XX
λl LberHu (di , d∗i )
Ω

(7)

i∈Ω l=1

where λl is the level l stereo loss weight.

5. Experiments

the second stage are set to 0.0002 and 0.0005. We separately train the coarse network for 10 epochs and then train
the entire framework end-to-end for 200 epochs. Both of
the learning rates decay by a factor of 0.5 every 30 epochs.
Performances are evaluated based on commonly used depth
quality measures [17]: absolute relative error (Abs Rel),
square relative error (Sq Rel), linear root mean square error(RMSE) and its natural log scale (RMSE log) and inlier
ratios (δi < 1.25i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3}).

5.1. Datasets
We train and evaluate our network on three panorama
RGBD benchmark datasets including, Stanford2D3D [3],
360D [67] and the omnidirectional stereo dataset [66].
Stanford2D3D Stanford2D3D [3] dataset consists of
1413 real-world panorama images from six large-scale indoor areas. We follow the official train-test split which uses
the fifth area for testing, and other areas for training. We
resize the images to 256 × 512 to reduce computation time.
360D 360D [67] is a RGBD panorama benchmark provided by Zioulis et al. [67]. It is composed of two other
synthetic datasets (SunCG and SceneNet), and two realworld datasets (Stanford2D3D and Matterport3D). There
are 35,977 panorama RGBD images in the 360D that are
rendered from the aforementioned four datasets. We again
follow the default train-test splits.
Omnidirectional Stereo Dataset. The omnidirectional
stereo dataset [66] consists of 7964 stereo pairs of panorama
RGBD images rendered from two real-world datasets, Matterport3D [7] and Stanford2D3D [3]. We use the traintest split that removes 3 complete buildings from Matterport3D [7] and 1 complete area from Stanford2D3D [3] for
test. Each set of data consists of left-down, right, and up
view 360 RGBD images in a triangular fashion with size
256 × 512. We only use images from the left-down view
in our single view depth estimation experiments. Up-down
stereo pairs are only used for the ablation study of the stereo
matching network.
To investigate the impact of baselines and FoV on the
quality of view synthesis, we create a new dataset that is
rendered from the mesh of Stanford2D3D [3]. More details
of this new dataset as well as the experiments with various
baseline configurations are included in the Appendix.

5.2. Implementation Details and Metrics
For parameter settings, we use a default of N = 2 levels, with D1 = 48 and D2 = 24 hypothesis planes respectively. The minimum and maximum depth dmin and dmax
for the first level is set to be 0.2m and 8m. We use a default
of M = 3 synthesized views rendered at vertical baseline
placements −0.24m, +0.24m, +0.4m. The loss weights
ω1 and ω2 are set to 1 and 0.02. We train our framework
from scratch using Adam optimizer (β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999)
with a batch size of 8. Initial learning rates for the first and

5.3. Overall Performance Comparison with the
State-of-the-art Algorithms
Table 1 lists quantitative comparison between PanoDepth and other state-of-the-art omnidirectional monocular depth estimation methods [35, 67, 55, 11] on both Stanford2D3D [3] and 360D [67] datasets. As shown in Table
1, our method is able to reduce Abs Rel error by 19.60% on
Stanford2D3D and 25.85% on 360D compare to the current
leading 360 monocular depth estimation approach BiFuse
[55]. Note that BiFuse [55] uses a network architecture with
more than 200M parameters and has a large computation
complexity for sharing information between CubeMap [41]
and ERP formats. The framework with distortion-aware
module proposed in [9] outperforms ours but it has more
than 60M parameters. Our framework has only around 16M
parameters with a smaller computation overhead. Comparing the performance with ODE-CNN [11] on 360D, our
approach achieves comparable results while ODE-CNN requires additional depth sensor input. Figure 4 shows the
qualitative comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches.
As we can see, our method generates high-quality depth
with a detailed surface, sharp edges, and precise range.

5.4. Ablation Studies
Spherical Warping Layer In order to evaluate the performance of the PanoDepth stereo matching module with
the novel Spherical Warping Layer (SWL), we compare it
to the state-of-the-art stereo matching approaches, PSMNet
[8] and 360-SD Net [56], with ground truth up-down 360
stereo pair as input on the Omnidirectional Stereo Dataset
[66]. In the experiment, we use the officially released code
of both approaches, and convert the output disparity into
depth for evaluation. We set the number of depth hypothesis planes to 64 to ensure fair and consistent comparison.
We can see from Table 2 that our proposed stereo matching
method with SWL outperforms PSMNet [8] and 360-SD
Net [56], even with one-level setting. Moreover, by adding
SWL, our one-level setting outperforms the one without
SWL (identical to PSMNet[8]) by 47% in terms of Abs Rel.
with the same 64 sampling planes. Qualitative illustrations
of the effectiveness of SWL is shown in Figure 5.
Model-agnostic Evaluations In Table 3, we further
test the performance of the full PanoDepth pipeline given

Datasets

Stanford2D3D [3]

360D [67]

Methods

Abs Rel↓

RMSE↓

δ1 ↑

δ2 ↑

δ3 ↑

FCRN [35]
RectNet [67]
BiFuse with fusion [55]
Joint wth layout and semantics [62]
PanoDepth(Ours)

0.1837
0.1409
0.1209
0.0680
0.0972

0.5774
0.4568
0.4142
0.2640
0.3747

0.7230
0.8326
0.8660
0.9540
0.9001

0.9207
0.9518
0.9580
0.9920
0.9701

0.9731
0.9822
0.9860
0.9980
0.9900

FCRN [35]
RectNet [67]
Mapped Convolution [15]
Distortion-aware [9]
BiFuse with fusion [55]
ODE-CNN [11]
PanoDepth(Ours)

0.0699
0.0702
0.0965
0.0406
0.0615
0.0467
0.0456

0.2833
0.2911
0.2966
0.1769
0.2440
0.1728
0.1955

0.9532
0.9574
0.9068
0.9865
0.9699
0.9814
0.9830

0.9905
0.9933
0.9854
0.9966
0.9927
0.9967
0.9957

0.9966
0.9979
0.9967
0.9987
0.9969
0.9989
0.9984

Table 1. A quantitative comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches on Stanford2D3D [3] dataset and 360D [67] dataset (↓ represents
lower the better, ↑ represents higher the better). We report the results based on the original papers [67, 55, 11] using the same evaluation
metrics. Note that ODE-CNN [11] requires additional depth sensor input besides the 360 image used by other methods listed in the table.
Additional supervision signals including layout and semantics are used in [62]. For our PanoDepth, we use the default stereo network
setting with three synthesized views and a two-level cascade design.

Methods

Abs Rel↓

Sq Rel↓

RMSE↓

RMSElog↓

δ1 ↑

δ2 ↑

δ3 ↑

(1) PSMNet [8], sample on disparity, D = 64
(2) 360SD-Net [56], sample on disparity, D = 64
(3) PanoDepth (ours), one-level, D = 32
(4) PanoDepth (ours), one-level, D = 64
(5) PanoDepth (ours), two-level, D1 = 48, D2 = 24

0.0433
0.0387
0.0253
0.0229
0.0178

0.0252
0.0198
0.0222
0.0087
0.0064

0.2541
0.2286
0.2268
0.1731
0.1415

0.1340
0.0955
0.0686
0.0606
0.0519

0.9722
0.9776
0.9756
0.9900
0.9928

0.9833
0.9900
0.9874
0.9969
0.9976

0.9900
0.9940
0.9976
0.9987
0.9990

Table 2. A quantitative comparison between the PanoDepth stereo matching and existing stereo matching networks on the Omnidirectional
stereo dataset [66] where up-down stereo pairs are used as input and output the depth of bottom view. Our proposed stereo matching
module (3,4,5) outperforms both (1) PSMNet [8] and (2) 360SD-Net [56]. The two cascade level setting achieves the best performance.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

1st Stage

2nd Stage w/ 1 synthesize view

#params Abs Rel↓

Sq Rel↓

RMSE↓

RMSElog↓

δ1 ↑

δ2 ↑

δ3 ↑

CoordNet
RectNet
CoordNet
CoordNet
RectNet
CoordNet
RectNet

N/A
N/A
PSMNet [8], D=32
w/ SWL, one-level, D=32
w/ SWL, one-level, D=32
w/ SWL, two-level, D1 =32, D2 =16
w/ SWL, two-level, D1 =32, D2 =16

6.1M
10.8M
13.0M
13.0M
17.6M
16.6M
21.3M

0.0888
0.0859
0.0833
0.0686
0.0775
0.0645
0.0761

0.4456
0.4568
0.4293
0.4077
0.4202
0.3918
0.4274

0.2084
0.2124
0.2150
0.1869
0.1960
0.1827
0.1961

0.8533
0.8326
0.8671
0.8757
0.8655
0.8865
0.8711

0.9588
0.9518
0.9548
0.9652
0.9607
0.9676
0.9577

0.9813
0.9822
0.9790
0.9863
0.9846
0.9875
0.9837

0.1264
0.1409
0.1206
0.1132
0.1192
0.1040
0.1138

Table 3. An ablation study of the impact of various combinations of coarse estimation network and stereo matching network on the final
performance. The experiments are trained on Stanford2D3D [3]. We use two types of coarse estimation networks, (1) CoordNet, and (2)
RectNet [67]. We can see that even with one synthesize view, our proposed two-stage PanoDepth pipeline (3,4,5,6,7) is able to outperform
the one-stage-only methods (1,2). Adding Spherical Warping Layer (SWL) (4,5,6,7) and two cascade levels (6,7) further improves the
performance. The experimental results indicate that our two-stage pipeline is model-agnostic under various network settings.

different variations of stereo matching networks on Stanford2D3D dataset [3]. Comparing with the single-stage
coarse depth estimation, all two-stage configurations show
better performances. By adding a light-weight one-level
stereo matching network with 32 depth plane in the second stage, PanoDepth can already reach comparable performance to BiFuse [55]. The performance can be further
improved by introducing SWL, adding more cascade levels,
and using more sophisticated coarse depth estimation.
In addition, by comparing the performance of two-stage
approaches with two different backbones, CoordNet and
RectNet, we can also postulate that coarse depth, which has
an impact on the synthetic image quality, is positively cor-

related with the final depth prediction.
More ablation studies regarding the number of synthesized views, the number of hypothesis depth planes, and
the comparison between one-stage alternatives (e.g., multitasking and adding depth refinement) and our two-stage
method can be found in the Appendix.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we demonstrate a technique that leverages
view synthesis and stereo constraints to advance monocular depth estimation performance that can be applied on
360 images. We propose a novel model agnostic twostage framework PanoDepth for generating dense high-

Figure 4. A qualitative comparison between RectNet [67] (3rd column), BiFuse [55] (4th column), and our method (5th column) on 360D
[67]. We highlight and zoom in some areas that distinguish the performance of three methods. We can see that our PanoDepth is able to
produce sharp edges, predict depth range accurately, and recover surface detail.

Figure 5. A qualitative comparison to show the effectiveness of SWL in the PanoDepth stereo matching module. We compare between
one-level stereo matching method without SWL(4th column), one-level with SWL (5th column), and two-level with SWL (last column).
The experiments are trained on Omnidirectional Stereo Dataset [66]. Our stereo matching module with SWL recovers clear details and
shows fewer artifacts than the one without SWL (see highlighted areas).

quality depth from a monocular 360 input. Extensive experiments show that PanoDepth outperforms state-of-theart approaches by a large margin. Our stereo matching subnetwork in the later stage adapts to the 360 geometry and
achieves top-ranking performance in 360 stereo matching.
We believe the good performance of PanoDepth could draw
more interests from both the industry and academia to 360
images for its still under-explored capability in tasks such as
depth estimation. We hope our work can motivate more research and applications in 360 images. There are several research venues we would like to further explore in the future,
such as alternative view synthesis methods like [19, 58], and
360 depth estimation in outdoor scenarios for applications

like autonomous driving.
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